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The Elden Ring is a Fantasy action RPG developed by Media Vision. Rise
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from the ashes of the Tarnished Embers to become an Elden Lord in the
Lands Between. Quintessential fantasy action RPG. Start your

adventure in the Lands Between. Immerse yourself in the fantasy world
that Media Vision has imagined. Creativity and Innovation have been

poured into every aspect of the game. The unparalleled fantasy fantasy
action game that Media Vision created. By playing a game filled with
mystery and adventure, you will have the chance to experience your
adventure in your own unique way. [ENJOY THE GAMING EXPERIENCE]
See the unprecedented style of battle such as never before seen in a

game. Play in a world that is different from other games. [BE THE HERO
YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE] Become an Elden Lord in the Lands
Between. Rise from the Tarnished Embers, and shape the world of the
game to your liking. Take on the role of a hero without any restriction.

Create your own legend, and overthrow the Enemies that the gods
have given to you. ------------------------- [BOOMBOXES] PRESS RELEASE
SourceMedia Vision Inc. Media Vision, Inc. announced that the game

[BURNING LAND] will be launched in Japan on October 4th, 2015.
Burning Land (Burubburu) is an arcade-style RPG game developed by

Media Vision with the graphic novel feature. It is set in a world of
dazzling phantasmagoria where the incredible phantasmagoria of the
mythologial collection called the Burubburu are visualized. You play as
Shun Ishidate, who defends the Burubburu. Search for the truth, defeat
the mystifying enemies, and be the hero that will save the Burubburu.
■ Illustrated Graphic Novel The characters, enemies, environments,
and illustrations all have been thoroughly illustrated by the illustrator
Satoshi Urushihara. ■ The game has such characters as Vincent Van

Gogh, Albert Einstein, and Beethoven. This is the world of the
Burubburu, and the story will be told only in the game. Your adventure

to the Burubburu is bound to
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Character Classes

Follow the pacifistic Nature's Ring, the conservative Neutral Ring, the
progressive Divine Ring, or the insane Heathen Ring! 

Combat System
Character Creation

Create your own character with a variety of items and equipment, or get
spawned as an NPC in other players' games. The character creation feature
also lets you customize the appearance of your character!

Simple yet Flexible System

A novel system that allows a variety of elements using general systems and
utilizes mechanics that are effective but lightweight, and allows you to play in
various ways.

Online or Offline

Switch between local and online play mode, and play online with friends!

Lots of Fun

The action game genre has blossomed greatly, but remains inconsistent. In
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Elden Ring, we're focusing on the gameplay and bring to life the fantasy that
early fantasy RPG that you grew up with and want to play again. We are
planning on releasing the game all over the world, and are really looking
forward to it!

As a longtime user of the Fantasy/Action genres, I grew tired of the
inconsistencies that remain from game to game and tried to create a unified
system that would resolve these shortcomings.

We're looking for people who want to share the fun and excitement of creating
an online fantasy action RPG!

We can guarantee that you will not feel pain while playing and that there will
be no tears or despair! Let's create a fantasy RPG that'll shake up this genre of
game, and we'll have an exciting adventure!

Thank you for your consideration!!
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